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Yoga and Sylvotherapy or Sylvo Yoga:
Exceptional "outdoor" programme in the southern
Ardèche
Sylvo yoga has arrived! Hatha Yoga teacher and
sylvotherapist, Corine Moriou offers you an
exceptional course: "Recharge yourself in the
trees". It will take place in the magnificent
Ardèche setting of the Domaine du Taillé, near
Aubenas, from from July 28 to August 2, 2019.
Practicing yoga in relation to trees or sylvo yoga is
the new discipline that Corine Moriou, Hatha Yoga
teacher, offers at Domaine du Taillé, an
internationally renowned venue that hosts
personal development courses in the southern
Ardèche, near Aubenas. Participants practice yoga in
the open air with the wonderful and benevolent
complicity of trees in a 100 hectare private property
from May 7 to 12 and July 28 to August 2, 2019.
The yoga and sylvotherapy take place in a centuriesold forest of oaks, pines and chestnut trees, with all
the necessary comfort (dome, mat, bricks and
blankets). All it takes is three steps to hug a pine tree. Based on the teaching of Hatha Yoga, Yin
and Partner Yoga, the retreat includes a complete programme with postures (asanas), breathing
exercises (pranayama), concentration (dharana), relaxation (savasana) and meditation (dhyana).
Different exercises allow you to discover your inner tree, anchor your roots, spread your branches,
make your buds bloom and reap the benefits. The programme includes meditations at sunrise (or
sunset), walks of the five silent senses, rambling and swimming, creative and playful exercises in
connection with the trees. This retreat is aimed at beginners as well as yoga practitioners and
especially nature lovers. The course will take place in French, but it will be possible to speak
English during the stay in an international framework with people from all over Europe.
Corine Moriou, a yoga teacher who is a graduate of the FFHY (French Hatha Yoga
Federation) and a follower of sylvotherapy, explains:
"On sunny days, we gladly leave the yoga studio to do yoga in the open air. Yoga brings us closer
to our deep nature. Practising in nature is a matter of course. Didn't Buddha having his spiritual
awakening under a mango tree? Imagine a life without trees: it would be an inhuman world! Trees
are our discreet and faithful companions, but we do not always pay them the attention they deserve.
Yet they are always there, present, generous and help us, if we ask them, to face the torments of life.
But we are shy and are sometimes afraid to meet them. The tree is also one of the favourite postures
of yoga practitioners. This is not just a coincidence ... We experience magical moments when we
take the posture of the tree, facing a tree, which brings us its roots, its strength, its peace, its beauty
and its light."
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About Corine Moriou
Corine Moriou is a yoga teacher, a graduate of the French Hatha Yoga
Federation (FFHY). As soon as the warm weather arrives, she offers
Green Yoga, a yoga "outside the walls" in contact with nature. In
addition, she is a sylvotherapist and has followed the curriculum of the
Ecole Buissonnière de Sylvothérapie (EBS). She works with
individuals and companies.

About sylvotherapy
Since the worldwide success of the book The Secret Life of Trees, by
Peter Wholleben, who in just a few months became an even more
famous forest ranger than Lady Chatterley's lover, the incredible
benefits of trees have been rediscovered by the general public.
Sylvotherapy, a green alternative medicine, is a recent term, but its
practice is far from new. From the Latin "silva" (forest), this discipline
consists of practising exercises related to trees. In Japan, under the
guidance of Professor Qing Li, forest baths called Shinrin-Yoku have
become a common practice, appreciated both individually and in the
workplace. Scientific studies have shown the benefits of the immediate proximity of trees on a significant
number of ailments: stress, anxiety, depression, sleep disorders, burn-out, diabetes, obesity, and even some
cancers.

Practical information
The accommodation offered by
Domaine du Taillé includes full board
with a delicious organic cuisine. Each
participant chooses his "Om Sweet
Om". You can choose between the
wooden chalet, the monastic room, the
tipi tent (for smaller budgets), the ecochic snail-shaped tent (beautifully
furnished with bamboo furniture), the
spacious room in a house, the
exceptional villa, (a kind of luxurious
flying saucer placed on the grass),
which accompanies the movement of
the sun.
The registration fee for the course is
400 Euros, excluding accommodation.
In total, there is a minimum budget of
700 Euros including the course, accommodation and meals, and excluding transport.
Transport is covered by each participant. TGV from Paris to Valence, then by bus to Saint-Etienne-de-BouCol also to be booked with SNCF.
To discover the Domaine du Taillé, the retreat and register https://www.domainedutaille.com/formations-etstages/hatha-yoga-sylvotherapie-se-ressourcer-dans-les-bras-des-arbres-du-28-juillet-au-2-aout-2019/
Interview with Corine Moriou on YouTube: https://youtu.be/m34w_ykE0mQ

Contact and interviews: Corine Moriou corinemoriou@gmail.com, Tel. 06 13 80 05 85

